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PACIFIC ORTHODONTIC ALUMNI NEWSLETTER

A Pacific Aloha: Orthodontic alumni and current residents gathered during a recent reception at the Pacific Coast Society of Orthodontics 74th Annual
Session in Honolulu, Hawaii last October. The great turnout contributed to one of the best receptions we’ve had in recent years!
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Welcome to the new Trident! After a brief hiatus we are very excited to once
again bring you the Alumni Association’s newsletter in this new electronic version. Look for columns from our regular team of contributors in this edition. We
will be adding more content in the upcoming issues. As in the past we will keep
you abreast of the latest news from our department and from other alumni.
We are in the process of reaching all of our alumni and friends of the department so feel free to forward the link to this page to other friends, associates,
and ortho alumni who may not have heard of our move online.
Also, we now have a Facebook page! Click the “Like” button on our page and
we’ll keep you updated on all of our Association events and activities: http://www.
facebook.com/PacificOrthoAlumni. You can email your editors with comments,
questions, suggestions, photos and news items at snabipou@pacific.edu.
—Shahram Nabipour
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Since the retirement of Dr. Rutter in August 2009, our Orthodontic Alumni Association
has been quiescent. However, recently there has been an increased interest in rebuilding
it. Our primary goal now is to increase involvement and enthusiasm within the Association
while improving its structure. We can accomplish this by increasing membership, increasing and streamlining communication and providing opportunities for developing networks
among our alumni.
Just to give a short historical perspective, Dr. Richard Rutter oversaw the Ortho Alumni
Association until about 2008. During this time, the Ortho Alumni Association was a
separate entity from the dental school’s Alumni Association and had a separate dues
structure. Our primary method of communication was the publication of the Trident
newsletter, which was sent out by mail three times a year. The newsletter grew in size
and provided a great way to reach our fellow alumni, faculty and friends of the Orthodontics Department. Over the years, however, the printing and mailing costs became
quite large. Member dues covered only part of the operational costs of the Trident. In
more recent years, the Trident relied on subsidization from advertisements sponsored
by several of the major orthodontic companies.
Costs have grown, but so too has our number of alumni. From the inception of our program to when I graduated in 1986, there were only about 50 members. Currently, with
approximately 200 graduates, the number of our alumni has reached a critical mass.
Considering the increased number of fellow Pacific Orthodontics graduates and looking
forward to the future of this Association, restructuring is necessary.
Restructuring the Association will give us the opportunity to attain our potential, but
more importantly it will allow us to realize our primary goal. As Dean Emeritus Art Dugoni has said, “We are dentists first and orthodontists second.” In keeping with that
sentiment, a proposal has been made for us to become the Pacific Orthodontic Chapter
of the Arthur A. Dugoni School of Dentistry Alumni Association. Thus, our Alumni Association will become a chapter within the general Arthur A. Dugoni School of Dentistry
Alumni Association. There are several benefits of this proposed affiliation:

›
›
›

›

Improved camaraderie among fellow Pacific Dugoni School of Dentistry graduates.
Support from the Alumni Association for the administrative responsibilities of the
Orthodontic Chapter, including creating lists and labels, sending group e-mails,
sending correspondence on behalf of the Chapter, and sending invitations and
collecting RSVPs for Chapter events support for Chapter events such as receptions
at the annual PCSO and AAO meetings.
Continuing Education and Professional Development: Members can attend the
Annual Alumni Meeting, at the Fairmont Hotel on March 4-5, 2011, which will
include the Frederick T. West Lectureship; those who register for the West Lecture
will have their registration to the Alumni Meeting waived! The West Lecture
participants will be welcome to attend the Saturday meetings, which include the
California Law and OSHA courses at no additional charge.
In the future, there is the possibility of having an orthodontic speaker or an
orthodontics section of lectures at the Annual Alumni Meeting.

Within the new structure of the Association, the leadership will be comprised of a committee of about ten members including a chairperson. Dr. Arthur Dugoni and Dr. Bob
Boyd will act as ex-officio members. (CONT’D)
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The Committee will increase efforts to encourage our graduates to become members of
the dental school’s Alumni Association. There will not be separate dues, as we will be
a chapter of the dental school’s Alumni Association. Currently, about one third of our
orthodontic alumni support the Arthur A. Dugoni School of Dentistry Alumni Association with dues payments each year. We feel that doubling that number is well within
our reach.
By accomplishing our primary goal and increasing membership and communication,
there will be opportunities to connect and network with fellow Pacific graduates, stay
up to date with the Orthodontics Department, and provide opportunities to become involved with your alma mater. More specifically, membership in the Pacific Orthodontic
Chapter of the Arthur A. Dugoni School of Dentistry Alumni Association has numerous
benefits:

›
›
›
›
›
›

Continuing education at the Annual Alumni Meeting where alumni can learn the
latest in dentistry and earn 12-14 continuing education units.
Alumni receptions during the ADA, CDA, AAO and PCSO Annual Sessions.
Website where members can share news updates and listings of practice sales and 		
associateships.
Chapter events in Alaska, Arizona, Hawaii, Utah, and Southern California.
Full-time staff at the dental school to give referrals, find classmates and answer 		
members’ questions.
Online Alumni Directory of all Alumni Association members with office addresses 		
and phone numbers to encourage communication among alumni for professional 		
and personal networking.

In addition, proceeds from dues support alumni and the graduating residents in
the following ways:

›
›

Annual Alumni/Graduate Banquet to honor the graduates and welcome them into 		
the Alumni Association.
Graduation Day Program including speakers, thesis presentations, reception,
dinner, and awards presentations.

We will strive to make the Chapter stronger and with your help, we can achieve that. We
invite all alumni to join us. Faculty and friends of the Orthodontics Department can become associate members. So if you are not already a supporting member of the Arthur
A. Dugoni School of Dentistry Alumni Association, please consider it. It is a win-win
situation! The 2011 dues campaign began in mid-December.
Jetson S. Lee, D.D.S., M.S.D.
Orthodontic Class of 1986
Chair, Pacific Orthodontic Chapter
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Dr. Eric Wu

Dr. L. William Schmohl

Dr. Kimberly Mahood

WELCOME NEW FACULTY
The Orthodontic Clinic welcomes two new adjunct clinical faculty members, Dr. Eric Wu
and Dr. L. William Schmohl. Dr. Wu runs a successful practice in Palo Alto. He has joined
Dr. Terry Dischinger in teaching our Friday morning clinic every ten weeks. Dr. Schmohl is
a diplomate of the American Board of Orthodontics and practices in San Rafael. He has
been a faculty member for several years as a guest speaker in the practice management
course. Dr. Schmohl has joined the faculty with Dr. Pitts, Dr. Frost and Dr. Graham. He
will also be teaching alongside Dr. Wu and Dr. Dischinger on Friday mornings.
I would also like to welcome Dr. Kimberly Mahood to the Orthodontic faculty. Dr. Mahood graduated in September 2010 and immediately joined the full-time faculty. She
has already been very instrumental in helping to develop systems and protocols to enhance the efficiency of the clinic.
—Maureen Valley

DR. HEON JAE CHO’S TRANSITION TO KOREA
After the graduation of the Class of 2010, Dr. Heon Jae Cho stepped down as the Orthodontic Department’s program director in order to return to his home country, South
Korea. Dr. Cho had served as a full-time faculty member in our Department since 2004.
Prior to that time he maintained a successful private practice in South Korea for 15 years.
At the Pacific Dugoni School of Dentistry, Dr. Cho contributed to the advancement of
the orthodontic program through intensive courses, rigorous research, and high-quality
clinical care. He taught numerous didactic and seminar courses including growth and
development, basic artistic skills for orthodontists, bone biology, microimplant orthodontics, and surgical orthodontics.
Dr. Cho’s research efforts focused on microimplants, orthognathic surgery stability, and
3D volumetric imaging. He presented his research findings in numerous publications and
lectures at the meetings of the AAO, PCSO, Angle Society, World Microimplant Congress,
PORG (Peninsula Orthodontists Research Group), and the Fred West Memorial Lecture.
Our Department has greatly benefited from Dr. Cho’s efforts to advance clinical care.
Throughout his teaching career here at the school, Dr. Cho fully utilized microimplants
and 3D volumetric imaging. Residents enjoyed the integration of the lecture materials
and their clinical cases with Dr. Cho. Furthermore, as an ABO diplomate, he initiated
the ABO clinic in which he supervised the residents as they completed their ABO cases.
Dr. Cho is a dedicated clinician and educator who pursues the highest level of excellence. His residents and colleagues deeply appreciate his contribution to our department
and hope that Dr. Cho will continue to be involved with the department in the future.
—Joorok Park

MAY EVERY CHILD SING AND SMILE
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Projection of world population:
2010-2050

The Department of Orthodontics, in conjunction with the Continuing Education Division
of the Arthur A. Dugoni School of Dentistry, is organizing the CLEFT 2011 workshop
“May Every Child Sing and Smile”, to be held on June 9-12, 2011 in San Francisco.
CLEFT 2011 will be the third workshop of the International Cleft Lip and Palate Foundation (ICPF), a multidisciplinary humanitarian foundation established in 1997 in Kyoto,
Japan. To date, ICPF has organized six international congresses (CLEFT 2000 in Zurich,
Switzerland; CLEFT 2002 in Munich, Germany; CLEFT 2004 in Halifax, Canada; CLEFT
2006 in East Bourne, United Kingdom; CLEFT 2008 in Dallas, Texas, USA; and CLEFT
2010 in Seoul, South Korea) and two workshops (CLEFT 2005 in Chennai, India and
CLEFT 2011 in Beijing, China).
CLEFT 2011 will be the first international meeting to focus on cleft prevention. Our
goal is to get as many participants as possible from underdeveloped and developing
countries, where cleft anomalies represent a big problem. In third-world countries, at
least 25% of individuals born with orofacial clefts have no access to any treatment whatsoever. In India alone, there is a backlog of approximately one million cases requiring
primary cleft surgery. We believe we can help with these daunting challenges.
Cleft lip and palate anomalies are the most common and severe congenital anomalies
of the face and mouth and the second most common birth defects in general. It is estimated that one baby is born with a cleft somewhere in the world every two minutes
—648 per day, or 236,400 per year. If we focus on those with nonsyndromic clefts, we
can estimate that there is one individual with a cleft among every 1,000 people. Thus,
there are almost 6.85 million individuals with clefts living on this planet. Twenty years
from now, with projected population growth, there will be 1.4 million more of them. And
	
  in the year 2050, the cleft population will reach 9.28 million — 2.4 million more than
today. In healthcare, investment in prevention always brings the highest return.

Projection of cleft population: 2010-2050
	
  

(Based on an estimate of 1 individual with a cleft
per 1,000 inhabitants)

However, we also will look at treatment in our Saturday session, “Cutting Edge Technological, Surgical-Orthodontic Advances in Cleft Lip and Palate Treatment” and Sunday
morning session, “Caring for Children with a Cleft Around the World: Professional Organizations and NGOs”.
Online registration for this event is now open at https://sfdental.pacific.edu/cms-ce1/
secure/Ce_CleftConf_Form.asp. We offer a significant discount if you register early. Also,
we have a call for abstracts at http://www.cleft2011icpf.org/topics.html.
We are also looking for sponsors and/or exhibitors at the CLEFT2011 workshop. This
is an excellent opportunity for you to promote your services and products. We have five
tiers of sponsorships – Platinum, Gold, Silver, Bronze, and Friends and Colleagues. Every
	
  
sponsor will be recognized on our website and printed materials, and additional recognitions, benefits, and promotions are offered according to the level of sponsorship.
For more information, visit us at http://www.cleft2011icpf.org.
—Marie Tolorova
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A lot has happened since our last issue of the Trident. We have a new class and they are
finding their way through the typodont class under the expertise of Ken Shimizu, Bert
Rouleau and Neil Ross. Bert’s son Aaron Rouleau is one of the new residents who will
start this summer.
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“Thank you”
to Dr. Ken Shimizu,
Dr. Bert Roulaeu and Dr. Neil Ross
for another fantastic typodont
course this year. The first-year
residents entered the clinic with
a solid understanding of tooth
movement and mechanics,
wire bending and the principles
of banding and bonding. The
Department appreciates their
dedication to our first-year
residents and introducing them
to the world of orthodontics.

Some of you may be wondering what it is like to have your son as a resident while you
are one of the faculty. It turns out that there is a lot of precedent for multigenerational
dentistry at the Dugoni School. Art Dugoni had his son Steve, and more recently his
grandson Brian Dugoni who graduated this past September. Also, our faculty Doug Tinloy had his son Jeff, who graduated in 2009, as a resident.
Fortunately, we had an excellent full-time faculty member, Dr Hee Soo Oh (Class of
2005), who has been willing to step up as acting program director since last October.
Although it was very difficult to fill the big hole left in our teaching program by Heon
Jae’s departure, Hee Soo has done an excellent job taking over Heon Jae’s previous responsibilities and patient care. Joorok Park has also been a great help by covering some
of Heon Jae’s didactic classes.
We continue to focus on all of our graduates becoming diplomates of the American
Board of Orthodontics under the influence of our PCSO ABO Director Steve Dugoni. We
recently had a calibration training session by Steve to make sure all of our ABO-certified
faculty are rating the residents equally in regards to the criteria established by the ABO.
In an effort to achieve this goal, we have the residents take the written Part II ABO exam
in the spring of their second year.
They also prepare at least three of their required six cases as part of the certification
requirements for Part III of the process to become diplomates. Another important part
of this process is a mock ABO-type clinical exam administered by our four outside ABO
faculty who are doctors: Gary Baughman, Peter Worth, Joe Mitchell and Doug Jaul.
Welcome to the new Trident and our newly reformed Ortho Alumni Association!
—Bob Boyd, Chair, Department of Orthodontics

—Maureen Valley
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